Remote starter for ford f150

As the owner of a Ford F, one of the best moves you can make is to invest in a remote start kit.
You also do not need any extra devices to make this kit function. If what you seek for your Ford
F is a remote start kit that is very easy to install, Plug-In is an option to consider. It comes with a
direct installation manual put together by support specialists. This means you can cool or warm
your Ford F without getting into it and without a need for extra key fobs. This way you can turn
on your vehicle wherever you are with a mobile phone module. The installation process is very
easy as there are no wires to be spliced. You also do not need extra devices to utilize the
remote as pressing the lock key 3x can lock and unlock your car. Before this remote starter can
work, however, a hood pin will be required so make sure you get a hood pin before you buy this
remote starter kit. This remote start kit is compatible with your Ford F It comes with an interface
bypass module and a remote starter. It also has a preloaded firmware that is all set to be
programmed according to your needs. With auto-start options, it can be programmed between
hours and during run time, it can be programmed between minutes. One of the best qualities of
this remote start kit is that it is compatible with a wide range of Fords. It is also very easy to
install as it comes just with two major wires for connection. For your Ford, you can get this
remote start kit with a bypass module and a remote starter. While the installation process is not
plugged n play, an installation manual with directions for each wire will be provided. This
remote starter kit features an all-in-one interface bypass module with preloaded firmware that
can instantly be programmed to suit your Ford F If you would like to handle the climate control,
however, you may have to contact the seller for assistance. If what you want is a plug and play
remote start kit, this add-on start system is the perfect option for your F Your email address will
not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email.
Search Search for:. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Find a
Dealer today! Featuring "factory fit" installation using an included FO-Series t-harness. Read
below to review coverage and compatible remotes. Important note: compatibility is always
subject to change. For vehicle-specific solutions, we recommend contacting your local
authorized dealer before making a purchase decision. Contact an Authorized Compustar
Retailer near you today to request pricing and confirm compatibility with your vehicle. Enjoy the
peace of mind of knowing that your remote starter was built for YOUR vehicle. This system
includes a "T-Harness", which has factory style connectors that are specific to Ford vehicles.
When you add the Compustar Ford Remote Start System to your vehicle, you will now be able to
remote start your vehicle using your factory key fob! To get the ultimate solution in range and
features, pair this system with any Compustar remote transmitter. Make sure to consider a
2-way remote to get instant remote start confirmation! Find a Dealer Contact an Authorized
Compustar Retailer near you today to request pricing and confirm compatibility with your
vehicle. Share Tweet. Works with All Compustar Remotes To get the ultimate solution in range
and features, pair this system with any Compustar remote transmitter. Contact Your Local
Dealer Today! Find a Dealer. Range extending antenna maintains all of the funtionality of your
Long-Range or Long-Range with Confirmation Remote Start System Range may vary depending
on vehicle location and environment. Most items will ship within hours. Special order items take
a longer lead time. Our buyers work diligently to provide us with the quantities we expect to sell.
We will do everything possible to ship the products promptly. Shipping and handling charges
are straightforward and simple. They are conspicuously displayed in the shopping cart. Certain
items such as bed mats, running boards, cargo extenders and trailer hitches will require a
slightly higher freight rate, this is also displayed in the shopping cart. Due to the exclusivity and
limited availability of many of our items, Ford Motor Company may only provide some items
while supplies last. If a product is ordered that has been discontinued by Ford Motor Company
and is out of stock, you will be notified within 24 hours via e-mail. Expedited shipping may be
available at extra cost. Please contact us to verify availability and fees. Contact your Ford
Dealer for details and a copy of the limited warranty. Details at your dealership. For over 30
years, the Ford F has been the best selling truck sold in America. Ford F owners tend to keep
their trucks for a long time. Adding accessories is a way to personalize their vehicle, make it
more practical for their needs and give it a little extra pizzazz. Adding side step bars will not
only give your F that extra special look, but it will also make it a lot easier to get in and out.
Perhaps you could add a tonneau cover, which will hide your overworked bed or hide your
treasures from prying eyes. Something else you might consider is some all weather floor mats
for your Ford F You can get dirt, mud and snow on your mats during the week and hose them
off on the weekends. Ford F Accessories. We have lots more on the site to show you. You've
only seen one page. Check out this post which is one of the most popular of all time. Warming
up your truck in the winter helps your engine run more smoothly and keeps you from freezing
on your drive to work. What is quiet start on a Ford F? Most Fs idle high, between and RPM until
put into drive. If quiet start is on, it will idle high for a little over a minute, then lower to around

RPM to reduce engine noise, hence the name quiet start. Not only will it produce the same result
with less noise pollution, but your neighbors will also be thankful that you have this feature on.
Nothing can be more frustrating than loud, unnecessary noises before you are ready to wake up
for the day. It turns out, a loud truck warming up can easily be one of those undesired noises in
the wee hours of the morning. With this in mind, Ford designed the remote quiet start for the F
pickup truck, similar to the new quiet mode on the Mustang GT. Nicknamed Good Neighbor
Mode, your truck will idle high to initially warm it up quickly, then lower the engine RPMs so that
it does not wake up your neighbors. The high idling last for between one and two minutes. This
feature is only available during a remote start. With such a fantastic feature, the first thing you
should know is how to turn it on! The truck will remain on until the set time limit is reached,
found under remote start settings in your onboard computer. Sometimes, technology can be
complicated. There can be odd things out of place that keep your remote start or quiet start
from working correctly. If you have locked your vehicle and pressed the remote start button
twice, it should turn on. However, here are a few things that could keep it from doing so:. The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention warn that you should not leave a vehicle running in
an enclosed space. So, when using a remote or quiet start, make sure your garage is open, or
your F is parked outside. Typically, the Ford F will turn itself back off in five minutes if the driver
has not entered the vehicle. This will add another ten minutes to the time limit, totaling to fifteen
minutes. You can extend the remote start time limit up to 35 minutes. This allows the driver to
keep warming the F up without letting it be a sitting duck for passers-by to become interested in
or waste too much gas if you get distracted by something else. Perhaps your Ford F remote
start and its quiet start engine seems silly to you when your new truck is fully capable of driving
away mere moments after the key has turned in the ignition. But, there are a few advantages to
giving it a few minutes to warm up before driving. First, engines are made of both metal and
rubber parts. Many of these parts move and are aided in this by oil. When warm and evenly
disbursed throughout the engine, the oil allows the engine to do its job with ease. Without this,
the friction and pressure on the different engine parts can be excessive. This can not only
shorten the life of your engine, but fuel economy and combustion will also be poor. So, you
want to give enough time for the oil, the metal, and the rubber to warm up if you want your
engine running at peak performance. This can take anywhere from two to ten minutes,
depending on the temperature outside. Once the engine is warmed up, only then will your
temperature inside the cab truly start to warm up, too. On the Ford F, you can preset your seat
settings, temperature settings, and radio settings so that all are fully ready for you after you
remote and quiet start your truck. If you are wondering what his crime was, it was simply
starting his Shelby GT Mustang and driving away. The loud rumble of this engine put his
neighbor over the edge. He was long gone by the time the police showed up, but it had given
him an idea. Vehicles with loud and proud engines, like your Ford F, should have a way to be a
little gentler on the ears in the morning. His goal was to decrease the output to under 80
decibels. With this, hopefully, everyone can gain a few extra minutes of sleep without sacrificing
a warmed-up engine in the morning. Whether your engine is the base level 3. But, this beauty is
often best appreciated after everyone has had their morning cup of coffee. So, use that quiet
start option to keep the peace around the neighborhood. You can find out what it is, how it
works, and how to disable it if needed. Hi I'm Josh and I'm a huge pickup enthusiast. I started
this website in in order to share all my projects and custom mod tips that I've done with my own
Ford F The new Land Rover navigation update is out now. The links below will take you through
to the lowest possible prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see the latest prices, click
the link On this page you can find links which take you through to the lowest possible prices
and best deals on official GPS maps. To see Skip to content. Before you go, check this out!
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new Unread posts All posts Latest activity. Orders List. Members Registered members Current
visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Image Searchâ€¦. New
posts. Featured threads. Search forums. Search images. Log in. Change style. View sidebar.
Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Ford Pass remote start not working. Thread
starter dre Start date Jan 1, It worked once and the rest of the time I keep getting the message
"You Must drive your vehicle after two remote starts. The only thing I can do is just lock and
unlock the vehicle. Anyone else have a similar problem fixed? Hi Andre, Sorry, I had to discuss
interacting with customers online with my manager which is why I deleted my last post. I am a
software engineer working at Ford and I am interested in your issue. If you can, do you mind
sending me your VIN so that I can look into this more closely? If you wouldn't mind could you
DM me in this forum so that we can discuss your issue in more depth? Last edited: Jan 20, I'm
having a similar issue. I created two scheduled starts. One for AM weekdays and one for PM

weekdays. Scenario: Scheduled start works at PM before I leave work. Truck starts and runs for
15 minutes, then shuts off since I haven't gotten in it or extended the run time. I go out to my
truck, start it with the push button and go home. The fact is I have driven my truck since my last
scheduled start, so not sure why the scheduled starts are deactivating. Maybe you can help?
Last edited: Jan 15, Also, are you seeing the same behavior as Andre where he receives the
message: "You Must drive your vehicle after two remote starts. Andre, do you remember if this
scenario happened to you after your remote starts stopped working? Did you let the vehicle run
until remote start was cancelled and after that it stopped working? Thanks, Matt. I never tried to
do the autostart on schedule. I was only able to autostart with Fordpass only twice and never
again. Hello Andre, Thank you for clarifying. I sent you a DM explaining a bit more about the
situation. For anyone else that may stumble across this thread with similar scenarios I would be
interested in knowing about your experiences. If you could leave your VIN and a description of
your issue I'll investigate it if possible. Jaym69 Well-known member. Lisab New member. Im
also having problems with my FordPass remote start, it spins and spins and eventually times
out. I noticed that after the latest FordPass update 3. I see the Ford logo, 3 pulsing dots and a
refresh button. Hitting the refresh button does nothing. At least my iPhone app works. For the
most part. My controls showed up earlier today. So I guess it just takes the system a little longer
sometimes to give truck controls to the app. SeanPoll New member. Sorry I forgot to update
everyone, about a week ago my dealership contacted me that Ford did something OTA and ever
since then I have not had a problem. If anyone is having the same issues I would definitely bring
the truck to the dealership for a troubleshoot. Touchdwn Well-known member. My Ford pass is
no longer giving me the owners manual. You must log in or register to reply here. Log in Your
name or email address. Designed for simplicity and reliability. These two kits offer the exact
same functionality and features. Both Kits use the same module, wiring ha
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rness and programming method. Range is the same as your OEM Key. Remote Start, Lock, and
Unlock your vehicle with our 1-button remote. This Remote Kit includes one 2-way remote with
audible and visual feedback, and one 1-way remote. Remote Start, Lock, and Unlock your
vehicle with our 3-button remote. Range is Unlimited. Click here for more info about the App
Module. Upon purchasing from our website, you will be granted access to our Support HUB.
The Support HUB is an area of our website reserved for our customers. In this area, we provide
you with install guides, videos, troubleshooting tips, a full wiring harness overview video and
other helpful information. Once you receive your product from us, this will be the first place
you'll want to visit before jumping into the installation. Qty Out of stock. Customer Reviews
Based on 56 reviews Write a review. You may also like Invalid Password. Product has been
added to your wishlist. You can view your wishlist by creating or login account.

